
 From Mind-Being to Mystic Being 
Workshop with Jeanne Love and Regina Ochoa 

Paranormal activity surrounds around us all the time. With so much psychic chatter,  
how do we listen to what is being said; really listen? Is this normal? Oh yes.  

Do you want to hear more; to listen to what is being said to you, your Divine higher self? 
Would you like to feel the expansion without moving outside your body?  

Would you like to access this, while knowing you are protected in a safe environment? 

‘Energists’  Jeanne Love and Regina Ochoa will gently guide the participants’ shift as they are 
transported, cleared and become more —- from mental to spiritual, technical to ethereal.  Drawing on 
more than 60 years of experience, these women will help each participant integrate with their chosen 
sound system of the Dodecahedron. “The cosmic ‘We’ are all going to be there; the psychic plethora of 
people, energetics and entities on the other side. According to Regina ‘They’ will show up for our 
protection; but will hold back and step aside so that the participants can see, feel and be. Jeanne and 
Regina will guide participants into the nine heart mandala; then connect to the energies of expanded 
conscious, assisting the mind to free itself.  
“Participants are brought together to be the collective: to share this energy with each other,” said 
Jeanne. “We are creating another synergy, building a different vehicle structure through which to 
travel.” 
We are thrilled to participate in this traveling experiences. Although you may only be sitting in a chair, or 
even lying down on the floor, you will be transported. We will be building the structure and the corridor 
that takes us to the sacred geometry of the dodecahedron. 

In 1986 medium Regina Ochoa first came to the attention of the FMBR when she had her early 
experience as a channel speaking for the crew members of the fateful Challenger disaster. By then 
Regina was already developed as an energist. Her skills, from both her DNA and ancestral coding 
begun early in her life and developed throughout her years. The skills she brings today include those 
of transformational energies: automatic writings, healing energies, readings for 
Spirit, and channeling. 


Jeanne Love, medium, mystic and musician, is internationally known and 
regarded for her skills in all areas of spiritual wisdom and practice. Jeanne has 
been studied by FMBR scientists in regards to channeled material 
(challengercc.org) and   subsequently was written about in Jon Klimo's book: 

Channeling. The author, John Fuller: The Ghost of Flight 401, stated that Jeanne was one of the 
greatest psychics of our time. With her Quaker roots, Jeanne continues to promote healing and 
awakening through her workshops and one-on-one counsel.  She is currently putting together her work 
on the Dodecahedron Children into book form and will be working with this wisdom in the FMBR 
workshop.  www.jeannelove.org


Saturday October 28, 2017, 10AM-5:00PM  
146 Main St., Los Altos, Ca 94022  

Class is limited to 25 registered participants.  Each will receive a cleared 
dodecahedron crystal ($35 value) and a specially created Sacred Prairie Bundle. 

$150. paid members, $175. non-members 
Call 650-948-0419 to register  

You may pay with PayPal here: www.FMBR.org 

http://challengercc.org
http://challengercc.org

